Supported languages:



Java and Android
C# (.NET)

IDE Plugins:




Eclipse
IntelliJ IDEA and
Android Studio
Visual Studio

IN-DEPTH STATIC ANALYSIS SOLUTIONS
With JuliaSoft solutions, our clients can significantly reduce their development
and maintenance costs, and eliminate risks related to security vulnerabilities and
privacy leaks.
The uniqueness of the core technology results in a particularly deep and
accurate static analysis of Java, Android and .Net code, as demonstrated by
open, repeatable comparisons (see OWASP Benchmark below).
In the Benchmark Julia
analyzer is able to identify
100% of the vulnerabilities.
A profound understanding
of the scientific principles
at the base of the
technology and an internal
research team guarantee
that our solutions always
keep at the forefront of
innovation.

Continuous integration



SonarQube plugin
Shell client

Output formats





XML
Web Console
PDF
Advanced Multilevel
Dashboard

Available on site (VM)
and on cloud

VM requirements:







VmWare "Virtual
Hardware Version"
9.0 or later
2 - 6 vCPU
32 GB RAM available
to the guest OS
20 GB instance storage
OS Linux (Ubuntu)
Static networking or
DHCP

THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
The analysis engine uses a proprietary technology based on the mathematical
theory of Abstract Interpretation, a formal method permitting the semantic
analysis of software code. The technique produces an abstraction of the
program, reducing the complexity of the call graph without losing significant
information, and thus makes it possible to verify all the possible execution paths.
This results in an extreme depth of analysis.

Quality and Security standards
Julia is CWE compatible, and it covers a wide range of quality and security issues
drawing from standards like OWASP TOP 10 2017, SANS TOP 25, and Seven
Pernicious Kingdoms.

Analyze third-party code
Julia analyzes Java bytecode and .NET CIL code, permitting the verification of
both proprietary and third-party applications.

THE MAIN FEATURES OF JULIA
Julia performs an in-depth analysis of the compiled code of a program. In
particular, Julia implements semantic static analysis for properties
like nullness and security attacks such as SQL-injection, XSS and privacy leaks.

These attacks are ranked as first, third, and seventh on the "OWASP Top 10
2017" list of the most critical web application security risks. Many static
analyzers find a part of the security vulnerabilities, but miss others because they
do not have the algorithmic depth to detect them.

CHECKERS
Julia includes a complete range of checkers for quality, efficiency, security and
style issues. Some examples:
Security







Injections
Cryptography
XXE
Cookie
Passwords
Ldap

Quality







Nullness
Approximation
CloseResource
DeadCode
BadEq
EqualsHashCode

For a complete listing, description and examples please see our technical
resources page at https://juliasoft.com/resources/technical

SMART DEVICES & IOT
IoT and the exponential diffusion of mobile devices create new risk scenarios,
where previously isolated components become part of the interconnected
ecosystem and therefore potentially vulnerable. Safety and security critical
software projects often use languages like Java or C# for parts of their
functionality, while Android is the most widespread language used for smart
devices. The integration of Julia with GrammaTech CodeSonar© for C/C++ makes
it possible to provide a high-recall, end-to-end solution for IoT and Industry 4.0
ecosystems.

FREE TRIAL
The easiest way to try Julia is to take our free online trial. It is quick and easy and
you’ll be ready to analyze in a few minutes: just connect to
https://portal.juliasoft.com , follow our quickstart and launch your analyses!

About JuliaSoft
JuliaSoft is an innovative technology company specialized in software
verification. We help our clients to improve their application security and quality
by providing them with the best possible solutions for in-depth analysis of
software. Born as a University spin-off in 2010, JuliaSoft is now part of Corvallis
Group, a leading Italian IT services company.
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